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4 1/2” Selenite wand
Twisted into a spiral, this
selenite has rounded tip at
both ends. The base uses
a different stone, to reflect
energy up the wand. It is
rounded at both ends use
for magic, or as massager

$25.95

GWSEL

8 1/2” Ball & Chakra Stones wand
The carved design of this
wand is intricately detailed
and impressive. Flowers
and swirled designs create
the pattern of this wand.
Topped with a fuchsia colored ball sitting on a lotus

$13.95

RW2897

6” Selenite wand

This selenite wand is a powerful aid in seeking mental
clarity or in channeling
energies, and can be used to
aid in seeking contact with
spirits, angels, and other
such entities. Size varies.

$5.95

$49.95

RW7AME

$5.95

GWSEL6

GWSELW

9” Pentagram wand
9 1/4” Snake wand
Enjoy the feel of this wand
This is a realistic stick wand
with all the grooves and
with a snake coiling up the
knots replicating a real tree.
branch, resting upon the top
Bark is swirling up through
is a black ball. Snake spirit
the base and creating a
represents healing and
branch hand that holds the
transformation within this
pentagram. 3 carved gems
powerful piece.

$11.95

$34.95

$13.95

RW2898

6” 7 Chakra Amethyst healing wand
Copper Healing wand 7”
This amethyst chakra healA wand made to channel
ing wand features seven
energy more efficiently
colored stones, one for each
than anything you’ve used
of the chakras, running up
in your healing before!
it’s silver length which ends
The wand is made up of a
in a quartz tip.
copper tube capped with a
clear polished quartz globe
Willow wand 9”

White Selenite Wand
This selenite wand is a powerful aid in seeking mental
clarity or in channeling
energies, and can be used to
aid in seeking contact with
spirits, angels, and other
such entities. Varies in

RW2899

6” 7 Chakra Rose Quartz healing wand
This rose quartz chakra
healing wand features seven
colored stones, one for each
of the chakras, running up
it’s silver length which ends
in a quartz tip.

$49.95

RW7COP

RW7RQ

Copper Healing wand 7”
3” Chakra Healing wand
A hand cut and smoother
This is a beautiful handThis small chakra healing
willow wand suitable for
crafted copper wand. It has
wand features seven colyour magical needs. Natural
a crystal ball on one end
ored stones, one for each of
product that will vary
and a clear crystal point on
the chakras, running up it’s
greatly in shape and wood
the other to help the transfer
silver length which ends in
tone. 9”
of healing energy. 7”.
a quartz tip.

$33.95

RW9WIL

$27.95

$20.95

RWCOP

RWMC

Copper 7 Chakra 4 1/2”
8” Money Wand
Pagan Ash wand 14”
Featuring a copper shaft
Featuring gemstones on
The Pagan Ash wand is parapproximately 4 1/2”, this
either end with symbols of
ticularly useful in spells of
copper healing wand feawealth in its shaft, this is a
protection and healing. Lore
tures seven colored stones
powerful aid in channeling
holds that it is most useful
corresponding to each of the
energy for money spells.
against other sorcerers and
Chakras to aid in physical
Various metal decorations
conjurers. 14”
and spiritual healing.
& stones. Sold individually.

$20.95
Ebony wand 14”

RWMCOP

$24.95

$44.95

RWPE14

Rosewood wand 14”
Rosewood offers aid in
increasing the potency of
earth-related spells and
magic, especially when the
spell involves the woodlands or the energies of the
forest. 14”

$44.95

RWPR14

$44.95

$44.95

RWMOW

Lignum Vitae wand 14”
Carved by hand, each of
Lignum Vitae is durable
these solid ebony wands is a
and strong, and even sinks
powerful addition to ritual
in water. It is known for
magic, helping to direct
helping to preserve health,
magic for protection and
making it great for healing
amplify your magical enermagic. 14”
gies. 14”

RWPL14

Oak wand 14”

RWPAS14

Long held sacred for
strength and a door of the
Gods, by a variety of cultures throughout the world.
Oak is the perfect material
for a magical wand, and can
be used to help empower

$44.95

RWPOA14

Willow wand 14”
Ash wand 13-16”
A wood associated with
Ash wands are a useful
mysticism and magic for
tool for directing energy in
ages. Use willow to help
any ritual or spell setting.
in spells guarding against
All wands vary greatly
evil, love spells, healing, or
from one another. Some
in help in the conjuration of
are purely the work of
spirits. 14”
nature and some have been

$44.95

RWPWI14

$28.95

RWRA13
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Maple wand 13-16”
5 1/2” Rose Quartz healing wand
Willow wand 13-16”
Maple wands are a useful
This beautiful Rose Quartz
Willow wands are a useful
tool for directing energy in
wand is filled with unconditool for directing energy in
any ritual or spell setting.
tional love and ready to do
any ritual or spell setting.
All wands vary greatly
some loving healing to you
All wands vary greatly
from one another. Some
or your environment. The
from one another. Some
are purely the work of
Quartz ball point will direct
are purely the work of
nature and some have been
the energy to where it needs
nature and some have been

$28.95

RWRM13

$41.95

RWRQZ

$28.95

RWRW13

Healing wand 8”
Twisted RoseWood Healing wand 8”
Long Magic wand 15”
A wand useful as an aid in
A wonderful twisted healThese wooded magic wands
healing practices for directing wand capped at both
have been carved for use
ing beneficial energies. Silends with quartz crystal.
within your spellcraft, with
ver plated brass, man made
Metal decoration may vary.
no two being exactly alike,
& real gems, quartz. 8”
Jewel decoration may vary
each is unique and chosen
(including lack of). Shape
at random. 15” mango
will vary, about 8”
wood.

$28.95

RWSIL

$25.95

RWTWIW

$11.95

RWW15
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